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Abstract
We study completely contractive representations of product sys-
tems X of correspondences over the semigroup Zk+. We present a
necessary and sufficient condition for such a representation to have
a regular isometric dilation. We discuss representations that doubly
commute and show that these representations induce completely con-
tractive representations of the norm closed algebra generated by the
image of the Fock representation of X.
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1 Introduction
A C∗-correspondence E over a C∗-algebra A is a (right) Hilbert C∗-module
over A that carries also a left action of A (by adjointable operators). It is
also called a Hilbert bimodule in the literature. A c.c. representation of E
on a Hilbert space H is a pair (σ, T ) where σ is a representation of A on
H and T : E → B(H) is a completely contractive linear map that is also a
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bimodule map (that is, T (a·ξ·b) = σ(a)T (ξ)σ(b) for a, b ∈ A and ξ ∈ E). The
representation is said to be isometric (or Toeplitz ) if T (ξ)∗T (η) = σ(〈ξ, η〉)
for every ξ, η ∈ E.
In [18], Pimsner associated with such a correspondence two C∗-algebras
(O(E) and T (E)) with certain universal properties. In [11] we studied the
operator algebra T+(E) (called the tensor algebra) which is universal for c.c.
representations of E.
A product systemX of C∗-correspondences over a semigroup P is, roughly
speaking, a family {Xs : s ∈ P} of C∗-correspondences (over the same C∗-
algebra A), with Xe = A, such that Xs ⊗ Xt is isomorphic to Xst for all
s, t ∈ P\{e}. (See Section 2 for the precise definition). A c.c. (respectively,
isometric) representation of X is a family {Ts} such that, for all s ∈ P \ {e},
(Te, Ts) is a c.c. (respectively, isometric) representation of Xs and such that,
whenever x ∈ Xs and y ∈ Xt, Tst(θs,t(x⊗ y)) = Ts(x)Tt(y) (where θs,t is the
isomorphism from Xs ⊗Xt onto Xst ).
If E is a C∗-correspondence over A then, setting X(n) = E⊗n (and
X(0) = A), we get a product system over P = Z+ and every product system
over Z+ arises in this way.
In [4], Fowler studied product systems over more general (discrete) semi-
groups P . He proved the existence of a C∗-algebra T (X) that is universal
with respect to Toeplitz representations. In [21, Proposition 3.2], we proved
the existence of an operator algebra T+(X) (the universal tensor algebra)
which is universal for c.c. representations of X ; that is, there is a c.c. repre-
sentation of X whose image generates T+(X) and every c.c. representation of
X gives rise to a completely contractive representation of the algebra T+(X).
In [21, Theorem 4.4] we also proved that every c.c. representation of a
product system X over P = Z2+ can be dilated to an isometric representa-
tion of X . (This was then used to dilate a pair of commuting CP maps).
Specializing to the case where A = C and X(n) = C ,n ∈ Z2+, this result
recovers Ando’s dilation result ([1]). Ando proved that, given a pair (T1, T2)
of commuting contractions in B(H), there is a Hilbert space K, containing
H , and a pair (V1, V2) of commuting isometries in B(K) such that, for all
n = (n1, n2) ∈ Z2+,
PHV
n1
1 V
n2
2 |H = T
n1
1 T
n2
2 .
It is well known (see [17] or [16]) that such a result is false, in general, for Zk+,
k ≥ 3 (that is, for k-tuples of commuting contractions with k ≥ 3). Thus, in
particular, Theorem 4.4 of [21], cannot be proved for product systems over
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Zk+, k ≥ 3.
It is known, however, that, if (T1, T2, . . . , Tk) is a commuting tuple of con-
tractions in B(H) satisfying an additional condition, then there are isometries
(V1, V2, . . . , Vk) (in B(K) for some Hilbert space K containing H) that di-
late (T1, T2, . . . , Tk).(See [2] or [14, Theorem 9.1]). The additional condition
requires that, for every subset v ⊆ {1, . . . , k},
S(v) :=
∑
u⊆v
(−1)|u|(Te(u))∗Te(u) ≥ 0 (1)
where, for u = {i1, . . . , im}, |u| = m and Te(u) = Ti1 · · ·Tim . In fact, this
condition is a necessary and sufficient condition to have an isometric dilation
(V1, . . . , Vk) with the additional property that, for every n,m ∈ Zk+ with
n ∧m = 0,
PHV
n∗Vm|H = Tn∗Tm
where Tn =
∏
T nii and V
n =
∏
V nii . Such a dilation is called a regular
dilation.
In Definition 3.2 we define regular isometric dilations for c.c. representa-
tions of the product system X (over Zk+) and, in Theorem 3.5, we prove that
a condition similar to condition (1) is a necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of an isometric regular dilation. It is also possible, in this case,
to find an isometric regular representation that is minimal (in an obvious
sense) and, in Proposition 3.7, we show that such a dilation is unique up to
unitary equivalence.
In the classical case, it is known ([14, proposition 9.2]) that, if the k-tuple
(T1, . . . , Tk) of contractions doubly commutes (that is, the operators commute
and, in addition, TiT
∗
j = T
∗
j Ti for all i 6= j), then it satisfies condition (1)
(and, thus, a regular, minimal isometric dilation exists). It is also known
([6, Theorem 1] or [22, Theorem 2]) that, in this case, the regular, minimal
isometric dilation also doubly commutes.
In Theorem 3.10 we prove a similar result for representations of X . (See
Definition 3.8 for the definition of a doubly commuting representation of a
product system X). Then, in Lemma 3.11, we observe that, for an isometric
representation, the doubly commuting condition is equivalent to a condition
known in the literature (e.g. [15], [4] or [5]) as Nica covariance. We then
note, using results of [4], that the C∗-algebra generated by the image of the
Fock representation L on the Fock space F(X) :=
∑
X(n) is isomorphic to
the algebra Tcov(X). The algebra Tcov(X) was studied by Fowler in [4] and
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was shown there to be universal for Nica-covariant representations provided
X is compactly aligned (Definition 3.14). Considering the Banach algebra
generated by the image of the Fock representation L (and writing T+,c(X)
for it), we use Theorem 3.10 to show, in Corollary 3.17, that every doubly
commuting, c.c. representation {Tn} of X on H gives rise to a unique com-
pletely contractive representation of T+,c(X) mapping L(x), for x ∈ X(n),
to Tn(x). We refer to T+,c(X) as the concrete tensor algebra associated with
X .
Recently, k-graphs and the C∗-algebras associated with them have been
studied extensively. (See [8] where these C∗-algebras were introduced, the
survey article [19] and the references there). Note that every k-graph can be
defined by a product system of graphs over Zk+ ([20]). The algebra T+,c for
such a product system, associated with a k-graph Λ, is the “multivariable”
analogue of the quiver algebra of [12] and can be referred to as a k-quiver
algebra and denoted T+,c(Λ). These algebras (and their weak closures) were
studied in [7]. In Subsection 4.4, we discuss the case of a single-vertex k-graph
in more details.
The next section is devoted to recalling some preliminary results and
notation. In Section 3 we present and prove the main results of the paper
and in Section 4 we present some examples.
2 Preliminaries
We begin by recalling the notion of a C∗-correspondence. For the general
theory of Hilbert C∗-modules which we use, we will follow [9]. In particular, a
Hilbert C∗-module E over a C∗-algebra A will be a right Hilbert C∗-module.
We write L(E) for the algebra of continuous, adjointable A-module maps on
E. It is known to be a C∗-algebra.
Definition 2.1 A C∗-correspondence over a C∗-algebra A is a Hilbert C∗-
module E over A endowed with the structure of a left A-module via a ∗-
homomorphism ϕE : A→ L(E).
When dealing with a specific C∗-correspondence E it will be convenient
to write ϕ (instead of ϕE) or even to suppress it and write aξ or a · ξ for
ϕ(a)ξ.
If E and F are C∗-correspondences over A, then the balanced tensor
product E⊗AF is a C∗-correspondence over A. It is defined as the Hausdorff
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completion of the algebraic balanced tensor product with the internal inner
product given by
〈ξ1 ⊗ η1, ξ2 ⊗ η2〉 = 〈η1, ϕF (〈ξ1, ξ2〉E)η2〉F (2)
for all ξ1, ξ2 ∈ E and η1, η2 ∈ F . The left and right actions of a ∈ M are
defined by
ϕE⊗F (a)(ξ ⊗ η)b = ϕE(a)ξ ⊗ ηb (3)
for all a, b ∈M , ξ ∈ E and η ∈ F .
Definition 2.2 An isomorphism of C∗-correspondences E and F is a sur-
jective, bimodule map that preserves the inner products. We write E ∼= F if
such an isomorphism exists.
If E is a C∗-correspondence over A and σ is a representation of A on a
Hilbert space H then E ⊗σ H is the Hilbert space obtained as the Hausdorff
completion of the algebraic tensor product with respect to 〈ξ ⊗ h, η ⊗ k〉 =
〈h, σ(〈ξ, η〉E)k〉H . Given an operator X ∈ L(E) and an operator S ∈ σ(A)′,
the map ξ ⊗ h 7→ Xξ ⊗ Sh defines a bounded operator X ⊗ S on E ⊗σ H .
When S = IE and X = ϕE(a) (for a ∈ A) we get a representation of A on
this Hilbert space. We frequently write a⊗ IH for ϕ(a)⊗ IH .
Definition 2.3 Let E be a C∗-correspondence over a C∗-algebra A. Then
a completely contractive covariant representation of E (or, simply, a c.c.
representation of E) on a Hilbert space H is a pair (σ, T ), where
(1) σ is a ∗-representation of A in B(H).
(2) T is a linear, completely contractive map from E to B(H).
(3) T is a bimodule map in the sense that T (aξb) = σ(a)T (ξ)σ(b), ξ ∈ E,
and a, b ∈ A.
Such a representation is said to be isometric if, for every ξ, η ∈ E, T (ξ)∗T (η) =
σ(〈ξ, η〉).
It should be noted that there is a natural way to view E as an operator
space (by viewing it as a subspace of its linking algebra) and this defines
the operator space structure of E to which Definition 2.3 refers when it is
asserted that T is completely contractive.
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As we showed in [11, Lemmas 3.4–3.6], if a completely contractive co-
variant representation, (σ, T ), of E in B(H) is given, then it determines a
contraction T˜ : E ⊗σ H → H defined by the formula T˜ (η ⊗ h) := T (η)h,
η ⊗ h ∈ E ⊗σ H . The operator T˜ satisfies
T˜ (ϕ(·)⊗ I) = σ(·)T˜ . (4)
In fact we have the following lemma from [13, Lemma 2.16].
Lemma 2.4 The map (σ, T )→ T˜ is a bijection between all completely con-
tractive covariant representations (σ, T ) of E on the Hilbert space H and
contractive operators T˜ : E ⊗σ H → H that satisfy equation (4). Given
σ and a contraction T˜ satisfying the covariance condition (4), we get a
completely contractive covariant representation (σ, T ) of E on H by setting
T (ξ)h := T˜ (ξ ⊗ h).
Moreover, the representation (σ, T ) is an isometric representation if and
only if T˜ is an isometry.
Remark 2.5 In addition to T˜ we also require the “generalized higher pow-
ers” of T˜ . These are maps T˜n : E
⊗n⊗H → H defined by the equation T˜n(ξ1⊗
. . . ⊗ ξn ⊗ h) = T (ξ1) · · ·T (ξn)h, ξ1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ξn ⊗ h ∈ E⊗n ⊗ H. One checks
easily that T˜n = T˜ ◦ (IE ⊗ T˜ ) ◦ · · · ◦ (IE⊗n−1 ⊗ T˜ ), n > 1.
3 Regular dilations
In the following we follow the notation of Fowler ([4]). Let P be the semigroup
Zk+. Suppose p : X → P is a family of C
∗-correspondences over A. Write
X(n) for the correspondence p−1(n) for n = (n1, . . . , nk) ∈ P and ϕn :
A→ L(X(n)) for the left action of A on X(n). We say that X is a product
system over Zk+ if X is a semigroup, p is a semigroup homomorphism and,
for each n,m ∈ Zk+\{0}, the map (x, y) ∈ X(n)×X(m)→ xy ∈ X(n+m)
extends to an isomorphism θn,m of correspondences from X(n) ⊗ X(m)
onto X(n+m). We also require that X(0) = A and that the multiplications
X(0)×X(n) → X(n) and X(n)×X(0) → X(n) are given by the left and
right actions of A on X(n).
The associativity of the multiplication means that, for every n,m,p ∈
Zk+,
θn+m,p(θn,m ⊗ Ip) = θn,m+p(In ⊗ θm,p) (5)
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where, for m ∈ Zk+, Im stands for the identity of X(m). We shall write ei
for the element in Zk+ whose ith entry is 1 and all other entries are 0 and, for
a subset u ⊂ {1, . . . , k}, we write e(u) =
∑
{ei : i ∈ u}.
Given a product system X over Zk+, we set Ei = X(ei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
It will be convenient to write Eni for the n-fold tensor product E
⊗n
i and
to identify X(n) (for n ∈ Zk+) with E
n1
1 ⊗ E
n2
2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ E
nk
k (where these
tensor products are the balanced tensor products over A). That means, in
particular, that the isomorphisms θei,ej , for i ≤ j, are identity maps. Setting
ti,j = θei,ej : Ei ⊗ Ej → Ej ⊗ Ei for i ≥ j (and ti,j = t
−1
j,i for i < j), one can
check that the family {ti,j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} satisfies
(tj,i ⊗ Iel)(Iej ⊗ tl,i)(tl,j ⊗ Iei) = (Iei ⊗ tl,j)(tl,i ⊗ Iej)(Iel ⊗ tj,i) (6)
for every 1 ≤ i, j, l ≤ k. One can also check (but we omit the tedious
computation) that, given k correspondences E1, . . . , Ek over the C
∗-algebra
A and a family {ti,j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} such that ti,j : Ei ⊗ Ej → Ej ⊗ Ei is an
isomorphism, ti,j = t
−1
j,i and ti,i is the identity map, it determines, in a unique
way, a product system X (with X(n) = En11 ⊗· · ·⊗E
nk
k ) whose isomorphisms
{θn,m} satisfy θei,ej = id if i ≤ j and θei,ej = ti,j if i > j.
Definition 3.1 A c.c. representation of X on a Hilbert space H is given by
a non degenerate representation σ of A on H and k completely contractive
maps T (i) : Ei → B(H) such that, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (σ, T (i)) is a c.c.
representation of Ei and, for i, j, they satisfy the commutation relation
T˜ (i)(IEi ⊗ T˜
(j)) = T˜ (j)(IEj ⊗ T˜
(i)) ◦ (ti,j ⊗ IH) (7)
Recall that we write T˜
(i)
n (where 1 ≤ i ≤ k and n ≥ 0) for T˜ (i)(Ii ⊗
T˜ (i)) · · · (Ii⊗Ii⊗· · ·⊗T˜ (i)) : Eni ⊗H → H (where Ii stands for IEi). Similarly,
for n ∈ Zk+, we write
T˜n = T˜
(1)
n1
(In1e1 ⊗ T˜
(2)
n2
) · · · (In−nkek ⊗ T˜
(k)
nk
) : X(n)⊗H → H. (8)
The map Tn : X(n) → B(H) is then defined by Tn(ξ)h = T˜n(ξ ⊗ h) (for
h ∈ H). It follows from (7) that, for n,m ∈ Zk+, ξ ∈ X(n) and η ∈ X(m),
Tn+m(θn,m(ξ ⊗ η)) = Tn(ξ)Tm(η). (9)
So that Definition 3.1 agrees with the definition stated in Section 1.
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For n = (n1, n2, . . . nk) ∈ Zk we write n+ for the vector whose ith entry
is max{ni, 0} and n− for n+ − n. We also write
T (n) = T˜ ∗n− T˜n+ : X(n+)⊗H → X(n−)⊗H. (10)
Definition 3.2 Let (σ, T (1), . . . , T (k)) be a c.c. representation of X on H.
A regular isometric dilation of (σ, T (1), . . . , T (k)) is a representation (ρ, V (1),
. . . , V (k)) of X on a Hilbert space K, containing H, such that
(i) Each V˜ (i) is an isometry (from Ei ⊗K into K).
(ii) H is invariant for every V (i)(ξ)∗, ξ ∈ Ei.
(iii) H is reducing for ρ and ρ(a)|H = σ(a) for a ∈ A.
(iv) For every n ∈ Zk, (IX(n−) ⊗ PH)V (n)|X(n+)⊗H = T (n).
Such a dilation is said to be minimal if the smallest closed subspace of K that
contains H and is invariant under all V (i)(ξ), for ξ ∈ Ei, is K.
Note that the word “regular” refers to the fact that we require (iv) to
hold for every n ∈ Zk and not only for n ∈ Zk+.
In the following, in order to avoid cumbersome notation, we shall often
suppress the isomorphisms between X(n)⊗X(m) and X(n+m). For exam-
ple, the map Ip−e(u) ⊗ T˜ ∗e(u)T˜e(u), appearing in the statement of Lemma 3.3
below, is a map from X(p−e(u))⊗X(e(u))⊗H to itself but we view it there
as a map from X(p) ⊗ H to itself, invoking these isomorphisms. Another
example is Equation (9) which will be frequently used in the form
T˜n+m = T˜n(In ⊗ T˜m).
The following, technical, lemma will be needed in the proof of the next
theorem.
Lemma 3.3 Let (σ, {T (i)}) be a c.c. representation of X on H. Write
R = (R(p, q))p,q∈Zk+ for the (infinite, operator-valued) matrix defined by
R(p, q) = Iq−(q−p)+ ⊗ T (q− p) : X(q)⊗H → X(p)⊗H.
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Write S = (S(p, q))p,q∈Zk+ for the matrix defined by S(p, q) = R(p, q) if
q ≥ p and S(p, q) = 0 otherwise. Also, let D be the diagonal matrix with
D(p,p) =
∑
u⊆{1,...,k},e(u)≤p
(−1)|u|(Ip−e(u)⊗T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u)) : X(p)⊗H → X(p)⊗H
for p ∈ Zk+. Then
R = S∗DS. (11)
Also, let L be the (operator-valued) matrix given by L(n,m) = (−1)|v|In ⊗
T (e(v)) if m− n = e(v) and 0 otherwise. Then SL = I and
D = L∗RL. (12)
Remark 3.4 Before we turn to the proof, note that, although we multiply
here infinite matrices, the sums involved in the computations of the entries
of the product are all finite sums. The precise meaning of Equation (11) is
〈Rh, g〉 = 〈DSh, Sg〉 for h ∈ X(p)⊗H and g ∈ X(q)⊗H. Thus, it holds for
all h, g in the vector space H0, which is the (algebraic) sum
∑
p∈Zk+
X(p)⊗H.
A similar remark applies to Equation (12). It thus follows from the lemma
that, R is positive on this space (in the sense that 〈Rh, h〉 ≥ 0 for every
h ∈ H0) if and only if D is positive (in a similar sense).
Proof. (Of Lemma 3.3) Given 0 6= n ∈ Zk+, it is easy to check that
∑
u⊆{1,...,k},e(u)≤n
(−1)|u| = 0. (13)
If n = 0, this sum is, of course, 1.
Now compute, for p,q ∈ Zk+,
(S∗DS)(p,q) =
∑
l≤p∧q
S(l,p)∗D(l, l)S(l,q) =
∑
e(u)≤l≤p∧q
(−1)|u|(Il ⊗ T (p− l)
∗)(Il−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u))(Il ⊗ T (q− l)) =
∑
e(u)≤l≤p∧q
(−1)|u|(Il ⊗ T˜
∗
p−l)(Il−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u))(Il ⊗ T˜q−l) =
9
∑e(u)≤l≤p∧q
(−1)|u|Il−e(u) ⊗ (T˜
∗
e(u)+p−lT˜e(u)+q−l) =
∑
0≤m≤p∧q
∑
e(u)+m≤p∧q
(−1)|u|(Im ⊗ T˜
∗
p+mT˜p+m) =
∑
0≤m≤p∧q
(
∑
e(u)+m≤p∧q
(−1)|u|)(Im ⊗ T˜
∗
p+mT˜p+m).
Applying (13), the last sum is equal to
Ip∧q ⊗ (T˜
∗
p−(p∧q)T˜q−(p∧q)) = Iq−(q−p)+ ⊗ T (q− p).
This proves that R = S∗DS.
Now, let L be as in the statement of the lemma and compute
(SL)(p,q) =
∑
p≤l≤q
S(p, l)L(l,q) =
∑
p≤l,q=l+e(v)
(−1)|v|(Ip ⊗ T (l− p))(Il ⊗ T (e(v))) =
∑
p≤l,q=l+e(v)
(−1)|v|Ip⊗(T (l−p)(Il−p⊗T (e(v)))) =
∑
(−1)|v|(Ip⊗T (q−p))
where the last sum runs over all v ⊆ {1 ≤ i ≤ k : pi < qi}. The argument
at the beginning of the proof shows that this is non zero only if p = q and,
in that case, it is equal to Iq. This shows that SL = I and, consequently,
D = L∗RL.

Theorem 3.5 A c.c. representation (σ, {T (i)}) of X on H has a regular
isometric dilation if and only if, for every v ⊆ {1, . . . , k},
∑
u⊆v
(−1)|u|(Ie(v)−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u)) ≥ 0 (14)
where |u| is the number of elements in u.
The regular isometric dilation, when it exists, can be chosen minimal.
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Proof. Suppose condition (14) holds. Write H0 for the vector space of all
finitely supported functions g on Zk+ with g(m) ∈ X(m)⊗H for allm ∈ Z
k
+.
On H0 we consider the following sesquilinear form
〈g, f〉 =
∑
n,m≥0
〈(In−(n−m)+ ⊗ T (n−m))g(n), f(m)〉. (15)
Lemma 3.3 (together with condition (14)) implies that this form is positive
semidefinite. Let N be the space of all g ∈ H0 with 〈g, g〉 = 0 and write
K for the Hilbert space obtained by completing the quotient H0/N with
respect to the inner product defined by (15).
We first embedd H into K. For that, define W : H → K by Wh =
hδ0 + N where hδ0(0) = h ∈ H = X(0) ⊗ H and hδ0(n) = 0 if n 6= 0.
Then, for h, f ∈ H , 〈Wh,Wf〉 = 〈hδ0, fδ0〉 = 〈h, f〉. ThusW is an isometry
of H into K.
Now, for a ∈ A and g ∈ H0, we set ρ(a)(g +N ) = f +N where f(m) =
(ϕX(m)(a)⊗ IH)g(m). Note that, if a ∈ A and n,m ∈ Zk+ satisfy n∧m 6= 0,
then (In∧m⊗T (n−m))(ϕX(n)(a)⊗IH) = (ϕX(m)(a)⊗IH)(In∧m⊗T (n−m))
since ϕ(a) acts on the left most factor in X(n ∧ m). If n ∧ m = 0 we
still have the same equality since, in this case, T (n−m)(ϕX(n)(a)⊗ IH) =
T˜ ∗mT˜n(ϕX(n)(a)⊗IH) = T˜
∗
mσ(a)T˜n = (ϕX(m)(a)⊗IH)T˜
∗
mT˜n. Thus, letting
C(a) be the diagonal matrix with ϕX(n) ⊗ IH in the n,n entry, we find that
C(a) commutes with R (where R is as in Lemma 3.3). Clearly ‖C(a)‖ ≤ ‖a‖
and, therefore, C(a)∗RC(a) ≤ ‖a‖2R. It follows that the map ρ(a), defined
above, is a well defined bounded operator on K. It is easy to check that ρ is
indeed a C∗-representation of A on K.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ k and ξ ∈ Ei, define V (i)(ξ)(g + N ) = gi + N where
gi(n) = ξ ⊗ g(n− ei) if n ≥ ei and is 0 otherwise.
Fix a, b ∈ A and ξ ∈ Ei and write f + N for V (i)(ϕEi(a)ξb)(g + N ).
Then f(n) = ϕEi(a)ξb ⊗ g(n − ei) = (ϕX(n)(a) ⊗ IH)(ξb ⊗ g(n − ei)) =
(ϕX(n)(a)⊗ IH)(ξ⊗ (ϕX(n−ei)(b)⊗ IH)g(n−ei)) = ρ(a)(ξ⊗ (ρ(b)g)(n−ei)).
Thus V (i)(ϕEi(a)ξb)(g+N ) = ρ(a)V
(i)(ξ)ρ(b)(g+N ) proving the covariance
property of V (i). We now turn to show that V˜ (i) is an isometry.
For this, fix ξ, η ∈ Ei and g, f ∈ H0, write V (i)(ξ)(g + N ) = gi + N ,
V (i)(ξ)(f +N ) = fi +N and compute
〈gi, fi〉 =
∑
n,m≥ei
〈(In∧m ⊗ T (n−m))(ξ ⊗ g(n− ei)), η ⊗ f(m− ei)〉 =
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∑n,m≥ei
〈ξ ⊗ (In∧m−ei ⊗ T (n−m))g(n− ei), η ⊗ f(m− ei)〉 =
∑
n,m≥ei
〈(In∧m−ei⊗T (n−m))g(n−ei), (ϕX(m−ei)(〈ξ, η〉)⊗IH)f(m−ei)〉 =
〈g, ρ(〈ξ, η〉)f〉.
Thus V (i)(ξ)∗V (i)(η) = ρ(〈ξ, η〉) so that, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (ρ, V (i)) is an
isometric representation of Ei.
Now, for g ∈ H0, ξ ∈ Ei and h ∈ H , we compute
〈g, V (i)(ξ)∗Wh〉 = 〈V (i)(ξ)g,Wh〉 =
∑
n≥ei
〈T˜n(ξ ⊗ g(n− ei)), h〉 =
∑
n≥ei
〈T (i)(ξ)T˜n−ei(g(n− ei)), h〉 =
∑
n≥ei
〈T˜n−ei(g(n− ei)), T
(i)(ξ)∗h〉 =
〈g,WT (i)(ξ)∗h〉.
Thus V (i)(ξ)∗W = WT (i)(ξ)∗. This proves property (ii) of Definition 3.2.
Property (iii) is easy to check and we need only to verify (iv).
Note first that, for p ∈ Zk+, ξ ∈ X(p) and g ∈ H0, it follows from the
definition of V (i) above that V˜p(ξ ⊗ g)(n) = ξ ⊗ g(n− p) if n ≥ p (and it is
equal to 0 otherwise). Thus, for h ∈ H , V˜p(ξ⊗Wh)(n) = ξ⊗h if n = p and
0 otherwise. Therefore, for n ∈ Zk, ξ ∈ X(n+), η ∈ X(n−) and h1, h2 ∈ H ,
〈V (n)(ξ ⊗Wh1), η ⊗Wh2〉 = 〈V˜n+(ξ ⊗Wh1), V˜n−(η ⊗Wh2)〉 =
〈T (n)(ξ ⊗ h1), η ⊗ h2〉.
This proves that this is indeed a regular isometric dilation.
Now assume that (σ, {T (i)}) has an isometric regular dilation (ρ, {V (i)})
(on K). Let RV , SV and DV be the matrices described in Lemma 3.3 with
V replacing T . Since (ρ, {V (i)}) is an isometric representation, it follows
that, for u ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, V˜ ∗e(u)V˜e(u) is the identity map on X(e(u))⊗H . The
argument in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.3 now shows that
DV is the identity matrix and, thus, RV = S
∗
VDV SV ≥ 0. But, since the
dilation is regular, the matrix R (as in Lemma 3.3) is a compression of RV .
It follows that R ≥ 0 and, using Lemma 3.3 again, D ≥ 0. From this, (14)
follows.
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If a regular, isometric, dilation exists, we can restrict it to the minimal
closed subspace containing H and invariant under all V (i)(ξ), ξ ∈ Ei, to get
a minimal one. 
The following lemma is easy to verify but will be useful.
Lemma 3.6 If (σ, {V (i)}) is an isometric representation (that is, each V˜ (i)
is an isometry), then, for n,m ∈ Zk+, V˜
∗
mV˜n = In∧m ⊗ V (n−m).
Proof. Compute V˜ ∗mV˜n = (In∧m ⊗ V˜
∗
m−m∧n)V˜
∗
m∧nV˜m∧n(In∧m ⊗
V˜n−m∧n) = Im∧n ⊗ V (n−m). 
Proposition 3.7 A minimal, regular, isometric dilation of (σ, {T (i)}) is
unique up to unitary equivalence.
Proof. Suppose (ρ, {V (i)}) and (τ, {U (i)}) are minimal regular isometric
dilations of (σ, {T (i)}) on K and G respectively. For every n ∈ Zk+ write
K(n) = V˜n(X(n)⊗H) and G(n) = U˜n(X(n)⊗H) (and, for n = 0, K(0) =
H = G(0)). Now, let R(n) : K(n) → G(n) be defined by R(n)V˜n(ξ ⊗ h) =
U˜n(ξ ⊗ h) (for ξ ∈ X(n) and h ∈ H) and R(0) = IH . For n,m ∈ Zk+,
ξ ∈ X(n), η ∈ X(m) and h, g ∈ H , we have
〈V˜n(ξ ⊗ h), V˜m(η ⊗ g)〉 = 〈V˜
∗
mV˜n(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉 =
〈(Im∧n ⊗ V (n−m))(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉 = 〈(Im∧n ⊗ T (n−m))(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉
where the second equality follows from Lemma 3.6 and last one follows from
Definition 3.2 (iv). A similar computation holds for U , in place of V , and we
get 〈R(n)kn, R(m)km〉 = 〈kn, km〉 for every kn ∈ K(n) and km ∈ K(m).
This shows that each R(n) is well defined and isometric and, also, that there
is a unitary operator R : K → G such that R|K(n) =W (n) for n ∈ Zk+. Fix
1 ≤ i ≤ k, n ∈ Zk+, η ∈ X(n), ξ ∈ Ei and h ∈ H . Then
RV (i)(ξ)V˜n(η ⊗ h) = RV˜ei(Iei ⊗ V˜n)(ξ ⊗ η ⊗ h) = RV˜n+ei(ξ ⊗ η ⊗ h) =
U˜n+ei(ξ ⊗ η ⊗ h) = U˜ei(Iei ⊗ U˜n)(ξ ⊗ η ⊗ h) = U
(i)(ξ)U˜n(η ⊗ h).
It follows from the minimality assumption that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and ξ ∈ Ei,
RV (i)(ξ) = U (i)(ξ)R. Similarly, one checks that, for a ∈ A, Rρ(a) = τ(a)R.

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Definition 3.8 We say that a representation (σ, {T (i)}) is a doubly com-
muting representation if, for every i 6= j (in {1, . . . , k}), we have
T˜ (j)∗T˜ (i) = (Iej ⊗ T˜
(i))(Iei ⊗ T˜
(j)∗). (16)
More precisely, T˜ (j)∗T˜ (i) = (Iej ⊗ T˜
(i))(ti,j ⊗ IH)(Iei ⊗ T˜
(j)∗) where ti,j :
Ei ⊗ Ej → Ej ⊗Ei is the isomorphism as in Equation (6).
Lemma 3.9 Let (σ, T (i)) be a doubly commuting representation. Then
(i) For n,m ∈ Zk+ with n ∧m = 0,
(Im ⊗ T˜n)(In ⊗ T˜
∗
m) = T˜
∗
mT˜n.
In particular, for p ∈ Zk,
(Ip
−
⊗ T˜p+)(Ip+ ⊗ T˜
∗
p
−
) = T (p).
(ii) If p, q,n ∈ Zk+ with p ≤ n and q ∧ p = 0, then
(In−p+q ⊗ T˜
∗
pT˜p)(In ⊗ T˜
∗
qT˜q) = In−p ⊗ T˜
∗
p+qT˜p+q.
(iii) For u ⊆ v ⊆ {1, . . . , k} and l /∈ v,
(Ie(v)−e(u)+el ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u))(Ie(v)+el ⊗ IH − (Ie(v) ⊗ T˜
(l)∗T˜ (l))) =
(Ie(v)−e(u)+el ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u))− (Ie(v)−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)+elT˜e(u)+el).
(iv) Let j 6= l in {1, . . . , k} and {j, l} ⊆ w ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. Then
(Ie(w)−ej⊗ T˜
(j)∗T˜ (j))(Ie(w)−el⊗ T˜
(l)∗T˜ (l)) = Ie(w)−el−ej⊗ T˜
∗
ej+el T˜ej+el
= (Ie(w)−el ⊗ T˜
(l)∗T˜ (l))(Ie(w)−ej ⊗ T˜
(j)∗T˜ (j)).
Proof. We start by proving part (i) for all (n,m) with n ∧ m = 0
by induction on r(n,m) :=
∑
i ni +
∑
j mj . If r(n,m) ≤ 2, then either
m = ej and n = ei (with i 6= j) and, in this case, (i) follows from the
definition, or one of the tuples is 0 and, in that case, (i) is trivial. Now
assume n,m ∈ Zk+ with n ∧ m = 0 and (i) holds for all p,q ∈ Z
k
+ with
p ∧ q = 0 and r(p,q) < r(n,m). Since now r(n,m) > 2, we can find either
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some j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that ej ≤ n and ej 6= n or some i such that ei ≤m
and ei 6= m. Assume, without loss of generality that, for some j, ej   n.
Then T˜n = T˜ej(Iej ⊗ T˜n−ej ) and
(Im ⊗ T˜n)(In ⊗ T˜
∗
m) = (Im ⊗ T˜ej )(Im+ej ⊗ T˜n−ej )(In ⊗ T˜
∗
m) =
(Im ⊗ T˜ej)(Iej ⊗ (Im ⊗ T˜n−ej )(In−ej ⊗ T˜
∗
m)).
Using the induction hypothesis, this is equal to
(Im ⊗ T˜ej )(Iej ⊗ T˜
∗
mT˜n−ej) = (Im ⊗ T˜ej )(Iej ⊗ T˜
∗
m)(Iej ⊗ T˜n−ej ).
Using the induction hypothesis again (for (m, ej)), we see that this is equal
to
T˜ ∗mT˜ej (Iej ⊗ T˜n−ej ) = T˜
∗
mT˜n.
This completes the proof of (i).
To prove (ii), we compute
(In−p+q ⊗ T˜
∗
pT˜p)(In ⊗ T˜
∗
qT˜q) =
(In−p+q ⊗ T˜
∗
p)(In−p+q ⊗ T˜p)(In ⊗ T˜
∗
q)(In ⊗ T˜q) =
(In−p+q ⊗ T˜
∗
p)(In−p ⊗ (Iq ⊗ T˜q)(Ip ⊗ T˜
∗
q))(In ⊗ T˜q).
Using part (i), this is equal to
(In−p+q ⊗ T˜
∗
p)(In−p ⊗ T˜
∗
qT˜p)(In ⊗ T˜q) =
(In−p+q ⊗ T˜
∗
p)(In−p ⊗ T˜
∗
q)(In−p ⊗ T˜p)(In ⊗ T˜q) =
(In−p ⊗ T˜
∗
p+q)(In−p ⊗ T˜p+q) = (In−p ⊗ T˜
∗
p+qT˜p+q)
completing the proof of (ii). To prove (iii), apply (ii) with p = e(u), q = el
and n = e(v). Part (iv) is also a consequence of (ii). Simply set p = ej ,
q = ei and n = e(w) − el to get one equality and exchange j and l to get
the other one.

Theorem 3.10 If the representation (σ, {T (i)}) is doubly commuting then
it has a regular isometric dilation and the regular isometric dilation that is
minimal is doubly commuting.
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Proof. To show that it has a regular isometric dilation, we should
verify condition (14) of Theorem 3.5. In fact, we claim that, for every
v ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, we have
∑
u⊆v
(−1)|u|(Ie(v)−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u)) =
∏
i∈v
(Ie(v) ⊗ IH − (Ie(v)−ei ⊗ T˜
(i)∗T˜ (i))).
(17)
Since, by Lemma 3.9 (iv), the operators in the product commute, this will
show that the condition of Theorem 3.5 holds.
We shall prove the claim by induction on the number of elements in v.
If |v| = 2, we can write v = {j, l} and then the claim follows easily from
Lemma 3.9 (iv). Now assume we know it for v and w = v ∪ {l} where l /∈ v.
Tensoring (17) (for v) by Iel, we get
∑
u⊆v
(−1)|u|(Ie(w)−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u)) =
∏
i∈v
(Ie(w) ⊗ IH − (Ie(w)−ei ⊗ T˜
(i)∗T˜ (i))).
Thus ∏
i∈w
(Ie(w) ⊗ IH − (Ie(w)−ei ⊗ T˜
(i)∗T˜ (i))) =
(
∑
u⊆v
(−1)|u|(Ie(w)−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u)))(Ie(w) ⊗ IH − (Ie(w)−el ⊗ T˜
(l)∗T˜ (l))).
Using Lemma 3.9 (iii), this is equal to
∑
u⊆v
(−1)|u|((Ie(v)−e(u)+el ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u))− (Ie(v)−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)+el T˜e(u)+el)) =
∑
u⊆v
(−1)|u|((Ie(w)−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u))− (Ie(w)−el−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)+elT˜e(u)+el)) =
∑
u⊆w
(−1)|u|(Ie(w)−e(u) ⊗ T˜
∗
e(u)T˜e(u)).
This completes the proof of the claim and shows that the representation has
an isometric regular dilation. In this case, it has an isometric regular dilation
(ρ, {V (i)}) (on K) that is minimal in the sense that
∨
{V˜n(X(n)⊗H) : n ∈ Z
k
+} = K. (18)
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To prove that the representation (ρ, {V (i)}) is doubly commuting, we fix i 6= j
and we should prove the equality
V˜ (j)∗V˜ (i) = (Iej ⊗ V˜
(i))(Iei ⊗ V˜
(j)∗).
On both sides of this equality we have operators from Ei ⊗K to Ej ⊗K. It
follows from the minimality condition that
∨
{(Iei ⊗ V˜n)(X(n+ ei)⊗H) : n ∈ Z
k
+} = Ei ⊗K. (19)
Thus, it suffices to show that, for every n,m ∈ Zk+, ξ ∈ X(n + ei), η ∈
X(m+ ej) and h, g ∈ H ,
〈V˜ (j)∗V˜ (i)(Iei ⊗ V˜n)(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ V˜m)(η ⊗ g)〉 = (20)
〈(Iej ⊗ V˜
(i))(Iei ⊗ V˜
(j)∗)(Iei ⊗ V˜n)(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ V˜m)(η ⊗ g)〉.
The left-hand-side of this equality is equal to 〈(Iej ⊗ V˜
∗
m)V˜
(j)∗V˜ (i)(Iei ⊗
V˜n)(ξ ⊗ h), η⊗ g〉 = 〈V˜ ∗m+ej V˜n+ei(ξ ⊗ h), η⊗ g〉 = 〈V (n+ ej −m− ei)(ξ ⊗
h), η ⊗ g〉 where the last equality follows from Lemma 3.6. Thus, what we
need to prove is
〈(Iej ⊗ V˜
(i))(Iei ⊗ V˜
(j)∗)(Iei ⊗ V˜n)(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ V˜m)(η ⊗ g)〉 = (21)
〈V (n+ ej −m− ei)(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉.
If ej ≤ n then the left-hand-side of the equation is equal to 〈(Iej⊗V˜
(i))(Iei+ej⊗
V˜n−ej )(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ V˜m)(η ⊗ g)〉 = 〈(Iej ⊗ V (n − ej + ei)(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗
V˜m)(η ⊗ g)〉 = 〈V (n+ ej −m− ei)(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉. Similar argument works
in the case where ei ≤ m. We now assume that ej  n and ei  m. Hence
nj = 0 = mi.
We first claim that, for n ∈ Zk+ and j ∈ {1, . . . , k} with n ∧ ej = 0, we
have
V˜ (j)∗V˜n|X(n)⊗H = (Iej ⊗ V˜n)(In ⊗ V˜
∗
ej )|X(n)⊗H.
Note that the ranges of the operators in this equation lie in Ej ⊗K. Using
(19), (which is a consequence of the minimality) it suffices to show, for every
p ∈ Zk+, ξ ∈ X(n), η ∈ X(p+ ej) and h, g ∈ H ,
〈V˜ (j)∗V˜n(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ V˜p)(η ⊗ g)〉 = (22)
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〈(Iej ⊗ V˜n)(In ⊗ V˜
∗
ej )(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ V˜p)(η ⊗ g)〉.
Now, write L for the left hand side of this equation and compute
L = 〈(Iej ⊗ V˜
∗
p)V˜
(j)∗V˜n(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉 = 〈V˜
∗
p+ej V˜n(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉 =
〈(In∧(p+ej) ⊗ V (n− p− ej)(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉 =
〈(In∧(p+ej) ⊗ T (n− p− ej)(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉
where the third equality follows from Lemma 3.6 and for the last one we
use the regularity of the dilation. Note that (n − p − ej)+ = (n − p)+,
(n − p − ej)− = (n − p)− + ej, n = n ∧ (p + ej) + (n − p − ej)+ and
p+ ej = n ∧ (p+ ej) + (n− p − ej)−. Thus, using Lemma 3.9(i), we have
T (n− p− ej) = (I(n−p−ej)− ⊗ T˜(n−p−ej)+)(I(n−p−ej)+ ⊗ T˜(n−p−ej)−) and,
L = 〈(Ip+ej ⊗ T˜(n−p)+)(In ⊗ T˜
∗
(n−p)−+ej )(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉 =
〈(Ip+ej ⊗ T˜(n−p)+)(In+ej ⊗ T˜
∗
(n−p)−)(In ⊗ T˜
∗
ej )(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉.
Using Lemma 3.9(i) again, this is equal to
〈(Iej+n∧p ⊗ T (n− p))(In ⊗ T˜
∗
ej )(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉.
Since V˜ ∗ejh = T˜
∗
ejh ∈ X(ej)⊗H , for h ∈ H , and the dilation is regular, this
is equal to
〈(Iej+n∧p ⊗ V (n− p))(In ⊗ V˜
∗
ej )(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉.
Applying Lemma 3.6, we get
L = 〈(Iej ⊗ V˜
∗
pV˜n)(In ⊗ V˜
∗
ej )(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉 =
〈(Iej ⊗ V˜n)(In ⊗ V˜
∗
ej)(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ V˜p)(η ⊗ g)〉
proving the claim.
Now we turn to prove Equation (21). The left hand side of that equation
is
〈(Iei ⊗ V˜
(j)∗)(Iei ⊗ V˜n)(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ V˜
(i)∗)(Iej ⊗ V˜m)(η ⊗ g)〉 =
〈(Iei ⊗ (V˜
(j)∗V˜n))(ξ ⊗ h), (Iej ⊗ (V˜
(i)∗V˜m))(η ⊗ g)〉.
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Applying the claim, this is equal to
〈(Iei+ej ⊗ V˜n)(In+ei ⊗ V˜
∗
ej )(ξ ⊗ h), (Iei+ej ⊗ V˜m)(Im+ej ⊗ V˜
∗
ei)(η ⊗ g) =
〈(Iei+ej+n∧m ⊗ V (n−m))(In+ei ⊗ T˜
∗
ej )(ξ ⊗ h), (Im+ej ⊗ T˜
∗
ei)(η ⊗ g)〉.
By regularity, this is equal to
〈(Im+ej ⊗ T˜ei)(Iei+ej+n∧m ⊗ T (n−m))(In+ei ⊗ T˜
∗
ej )(ξ ⊗ h), (η ⊗ g)〉
and, applying Lemma 3.9(i), we get
〈(Im+ej⊗T˜ei)(Iei+ej+m⊗T˜(n−m)+)(Iei+ej+n⊗T˜
∗
(n−m)−)(In+ei⊗T˜
∗
ej )(ξ⊗h),
(η ⊗ g)〉 = 〈(Im+ej ⊗ T˜(n−m)++ei)(In+ei ⊗ T˜
∗
(n−m)−+ej)(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉 =
〈(Im+ej ⊗ T˜(n+ei−m−ej)+)(In+ei ⊗ T˜
∗
(n+ei−m−ej)−)(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉.
Using Lemma 3.9(i) and the regularity of the dilation, we find that the last
expression is equal to
〈V (n+ ei −m− ej)(ξ ⊗ h), η ⊗ g〉
proving (21).

Lemma 3.11 An isometric representation (ρ, {V (i)}) is doubly commuting
if and only if, for every n,m ∈ Zk+,
V˜nV˜
∗
nV˜mV˜
∗
m = V˜n∨mV˜
∗
n∨m. (23)
Proof. Assume that the representation is doubly commuting and compute,
using Lemma 3.6, for n,m ∈ Zk+,
V˜nV˜
∗
nV˜mV˜
∗
m = V˜n(In−(m−n)− ⊗ V (m− n))V˜
∗
m.
Since the representation is doubly commuting, this is equal to
V˜n(In ⊗ V˜(m−n)+)(Im ⊗ V˜
∗
(m−n)−)V˜
∗
m = V˜n+(m−n)+ V˜
∗
m+(m−n)− =
V˜n∨mV˜
∗
n∨m
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proving one direction. For the other direction, assume that (23) holds and
fix i 6= j in {1, . . . , k}. Then
V˜ej (Iej ⊗ V˜eiV˜
∗
ei)V˜
∗
ej = V˜ei+ej V˜
∗
ei+ej = V˜eiV˜
∗
ei V˜ej V˜
∗
ej .
Multiplying on the left by V˜ ∗ei and on the right by V˜ej and using the fact
that the representation is isometric, we get V˜ ∗eiV˜ej (Iej ⊗ V˜ei V˜
∗
ei) = V˜
∗
ei V˜ej .
Since V˜ej(Iej ⊗ V˜ei) = V˜ei+ej = V˜ei(Iei ⊗ V˜ej), we have
V˜ ∗ei V˜ej = V˜
∗
ei(V˜ej (Iej ⊗ V˜ei))(Iej ⊗ V˜
∗
ei) = V˜
∗
ei(V˜ei(Iei ⊗ V˜ej ))(Iej ⊗ V˜
∗
ei) =
(Iei ⊗ V˜ej )(Iej ⊗ V˜
∗
ei)
proving that the representation is doubly commuting.

Remark 3.12 An isometric representation satisfying (23) is referred to in
the literature as a Nica-covariant representation (see [15] or [4]). Thus, the
lemma shows that being Nica-covariant is equivalent to being an isometric
doubly commuting representation.
An important representation ofX is the Fock representation. It is defined
as in [4]. We write
F(X) =
∑
n∈Zk+
⊕X(n).
As mentioned in [4], this is a C∗-correspondence over A with left action given
by
ϕ∞(a)(⊕xn) = (⊕ϕn(a)xn).
We can define a representation L of X on F(X) by setting
L(x)(⊕xn) = ⊕(x⊗ xn) , ⊕xn ∈ F(X). (24)
Note that, strictly speaking, this is not what we defined as a represen-
tation above (since F(X) is not a Hilbert space) but we can “fix” it by
representing L(F(X)) on a Hilbert space.
Let Tc(X) be the C∗-algebra generated by the operators {L(x) : x ∈ X}.
If π is a faithful representation of A on a Hilbert spaceH , then F(X)⊗piH
is a Hilbert space and the map T 7→ T ⊗ IH is a faithful representation of
L(F(X)) on F(X)⊗pi H called the induced representation. Its restriction to
Tc(X) is a faithful representation of Tc(X) denoted Ind(π).
In [4, Theorem 6.3], Fowler proved the following.
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Theorem 3.13 ([4]) There is a C∗-algebra, denoted Tcov(X), and an isomet-
ric representation iX : X → Tcov(X) such that Tcov(X) is generated by iX(X)
and (Tcov(X), iX) is universal for Nica-covariant isometric representations of
X, in the sense that:
(a) There is a faithful representation θ of Tcov(X) on a Hilbert space such
that θ ◦ iX is a Nica-covariant isometric representation of X ; and
(b) for every Nica-covariant isometric representation (σ, T ) of X, there is
a C∗-representation T × σ of Tcov(X) such that T = (T × σ) ◦ iX .
Up to canonical isomorphism, (Tcov(X), iX) is the unique pair with this prop-
erty.
The following definition can be found in [4, Definition 5.7]. Recall that,
for a Hilbert C∗-module E, K(E) is the closed ideal in L(E) generated by
the (adjointable) operators ξ⊗η∗, for ξ, η ∈ E, defined by (ξ⊗η∗)ζ = ξ〈η, ζ〉,
ζ ∈ E.
Definition 3.14 We say that X is compactly aligned if, whenever T ∈
K(X(n)) and S ∈ K(X(m)), we have
(S ⊗ In∨m−m)(T ⊗ In∨m−n) ∈ K(X(n ∨m)).
Clearly, if, for every n ∈ Zk+, K(X(n)) = L(X(n)) then X is compactly
aligned.
The proof of the following result can be dug out of [4].
Theorem 3.15 Suppose X is compactly aligned and each X(n) (n ∈ Zk+) is
essential (that is, ϕX(n)(A)X(n) is dense in X(n)) then the pair (Tc(X), L)
is canonically isomorphic to (Tcov(X), iX). Thus, (Tc(X), L) is universal
for Nica-covariant (equivalently, for doubly commuting) isometric represen-
tations of X.
Proof. Here we just indicate how to read the proof from the results
of [4]. There, the author constructs a C∗-algebra denoted BP ×τ,X P that
contains Tcov(X) (Theorem 6.3 there). Let π be a faithful nondegenerate
representation of A on a Hilbert space H and write Ψ for Ind(π) ◦ L. This
is an isometric, Nica-covariant, representation of X on F(X) ⊗pi H (See
Lemma 5.3 of [4]). It gives rise to a representation, denoted LΨ × Ψ, of
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BP ×τ,X P on F(X)⊗pi H whose restriction to Tcov(X) is the Nica-covariant
representation that Ind(π)◦L induces on Tcov(X) (by its universal property).
In [4, Corollary 7.7] it is shown that LΨ × Ψ is a faithful representation. It
follows that Ind(π) ◦ L gives rise to a faithful representation of Tcov(X) on
F(X)⊗piH . Its image is equal to the image of Ind(π) and, thus, composing it
with Ind(π)−1, we get a ∗-isomorphism from Tcov(X) onto Tc(X) that carries
iX to L. 
Definition 3.16 The Banach algebra generated by {L(x) : x ∈ X(n),n ∈
Zk+} will be called the concrete tensor algebra of X and will be written
T+,c(X).
In [21] we defined the tensor algebra T+(X), associated with X , as an
algebra satisfying a certain universal property (for c.c. representations of
X). When k = 1, it coincides with the concrete tensor algebra T+,c(X). In
general, the concrete tensor algebra does not have that universal property.
Nevertheless, it satisfies the following.
Corollary 3.17 Let X be a compactly aligned product system of essential
correspondences. For every c.c. doubly commuting representation (σ, {T (i)})
of X on a Hilbert space H, there is a completely contractive representation
T × σ of T+,c(X) on H such that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k and every ξ ∈ X(ei),
(T × σ)(L(ξ)) = T (i)(ξ).
Proof. Let (ρ, {V (i)}) be the minimal regular isometric dilation of (σ, {T (i)})
(on, say, K). By Theorem 3.10 this isometric representation is doubly com-
muting. We see in Lemma 3.11 that it is Nica covariant. It then follows from
Theorem 3.15 that there is a C∗-representation π of Tc(X) on K such that
V = π◦L. Thus, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k and every ξ ∈ X(ei), π(L(ξ)) = V (i)(ξ).
Writing T × σ for PHπ(·)|H , we see that T × σ is a completely contractive
map of Tc(X) into B(H). SinceK⊖H is invariant under V (i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k
(and, thus, invariant for V˜n for all n ∈ Zk+) the map T × σ is multiplicative
on T+,c(X) and defines a completely contractive representation.

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4 Examples
4.1 The case k = 1
In this case, we have a single C∗-correspondence E over the C∗-algebra A
and X(n) = E⊗n, n ∈ Z+. The algebra T+,c(X) was denoted by T+(E)
in [11] and its representations were studied there. Of course, in this case,
every representation is doubly commuting. It was shown in [11, Theorem
3.3] that every c.c. representation has a (unique) minimal isometric dilation.
In [11, Theorem 3.10] it was shown that every c.c. representation of E gives
rise to a (unique) completely contractive representation of T+(E). Thus,
Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.17 generalize these results of [11].
4.2 The case A = Ei = C
Now set A = C and, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Ei = C (with the obvious corre-
spondence structure). In order to define the product system X (over Zk+) we
need to specify, for every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, an isomorphism of correspondences
ti,j : Ei⊗Ej → Ej⊗Ei (with tj,i = t
−1
i,j and ti,i = id). This amounts to fixing
complex numbers λi,j with |λi,j| = 1, λi,i = 1 and λj,i = λ
−1
i,j and setting
ti,j(a⊗ b) = λi,jb⊗ a. (Note that (6) is satisfied).
So, suppose we fix these numbers and this defines X . Using (7), a c.c.
representation of X is now a k-tuple (T (1), T (2), . . . , T (k)) of contractions in
B(H) (for some Hilbert space H) that satisfy
T (i)T (j) = λi,jT
(j)T (i) (25)
for all i, j. It is easy to check that this representation is doubly commuting
if and only if
T (i)∗T (j) = λi,jT
(j)T (i)∗ (26)
for all i 6= j.
The case where λi,j = 1 for all i, j was studied extensively and Theo-
rem 3.10 and Corollary 3.17 are well known in this case (see, for example,
[14, Chapter I, Section 9], [6] and [22]). The algebra T+,c(X) in this case is
isomorphic to A(Dk) and Corollary 3.17 amounts to the validity of the von
Neumann inequality (for doubly commuting k-tuples).
If some of the λi,j’s are different from 1, T+,c(X) is a non commutative
subalgebra of B(l2(Zk+)). It is the Banach algebra generated by the isometries
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{Si : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} where (writing δn for the function in l2(Zk+) that is 1 on n
and 0 elsewhere)
Siδn = λ(n, i)δn+ei (27)
where λ(n, i) =
∏
j<i λ
nj
j,i. (Note that the isomorphism of Ei ⊗ X(n) =
Ei⊗E
n1
1 ⊗E
n2
2 ⊗· · ·⊗E
nk
k and X(n+ei) = E
n1
1 ⊗E
n2
2 ⊗· · ·⊗E
ni+1
i ⊗· · ·⊗E
nk
k
sends 1⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 to λ(n, i)(1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)).
For λ := {λi,j} as above, we write T+,c(λ) for the algebra T+,c(X) asso-
ciated with the product system X defined by λ (generated by the operators
Si defined in (27)).
The following Corollary is immediate from Theorem 3.10 and Corol-
lary 3.17. Part (ii) can be viewed as a generalized von Neumann inequality.
Corollary 4.1 Fix λ = {λi,j : |λi,j| = 1, λj,i = λ
−1
i,j , λi,i = 1} and let
T (1), T (2), . . . , T (k) be contractions in B(H) that satisfy (25) and (26) above.
Then
(i) there are isometries U1, U2, . . . , Uk (in B(K), for some Hilbert space K)
that satisfy (25) and (26) and form a regular dilation of T (1), T (2), . . .
T (k); and
(ii) there is a completely contractive representation π of the algebra T+,c(λ)
such that π(Si) = T
(i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. (Where Si are the operators
defined in (27)). Thus, for every non commutative polynomial p of k
variables,
‖p(T (1), . . . , T (k))‖ ≤ ‖p(S1, . . . , Sk)‖.
If dimH = 1, (25) implies (26) and we get the following.
Corollary 4.2 The characters of T+,c(λ) (that is, the one dimensional rep-
resentations of the algebra) are in one-to-one correspondence with the set
{t = (t1, t2, . . . , tk) ∈ Ck : |ti| ≤ 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, titj = 0 whenever λi,j 6=
1}.
Now take k = 2 and write Pi = I − SiS∗i . Then we have the following.
Corollary 4.3 Let k = 2 and assume that λ := λ1,2 is not a root of unity.
Let J be the ideal of the C∗-algebra Tc(X) generated by P1 and P2. Then
Tc(X)/J is isomorphic to the irrational rotation C∗-algebra Aθ (with e2piiθ =
λ).
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Proof. Write q for the quotient map. Since S1S2 = λS2S1, the same
relation holds for q(S1) and q(S2). But these are unitary operators and,
thus, generate Aθ. 
4.3 The case Ei =αi A
Now fix a set of k commuting ∗-automorphisms αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, of A. We write
αiA for the C
∗-correspondence over A defined as follows. As a space, it is A.
The left and right actions are defined by ϕ(a)cb = αi(a)cb (for a, b ∈ A and
c ∈αi A) and the inner product is 〈c1, c2〉 = c
∗
1c2. Now let Ei be αiA. Note
that, for automorphisms α, β of A, αA⊗βA ∼=βα A (via a⊗b 7→ β(a)b). Since
we assumed that the automorphisms αi and αj commute, we can combine
these isomorphisms to get an isomorphism ti,j :αi A ⊗αj A →αj A ⊗αi A. In
fact, ti,j can be written explicitely: ti,j(a ⊗ b) = α
−1
i αj(a) ⊗ b. It is easy to
check that condition (6) holds and, therefore, this defines a product system
X .
Suppose (σ, {T (i)}) is a c.c. representation of X on H with a nondegen-
erate representation σ of A. fix i and a (positive, contractive) approximate
unit {uλ} in A and consider, for b ∈ A, T (i)(uλ)σ(b) = T (i)(uλb). Since
the operators on the right converge (in norm, to T (i)(b)), the net {T (i)(uλ)}
has a strong operator limit Ti. Then Ti is a contraction and, for b ∈ A,
T (i)(b) = Tiσ(b). For every a, b ∈ A, Tiσ(αi(b))σ(a) = T (i)(αi(b)a) =
T (i)(ϕ(b)a) = σ(b)T (i)(a) = σ(b)Tiσ(a). Thus, for every b ∈ A,
Tiσ(αi(b)) = σ(b)Ti. (28)
Now, consider the commutation relation (7). Apply the left hand side to
a ⊗ b ⊗ h ∈αi A ⊗αj A ⊗ H to get T˜
(i)(a ⊗ T (j)(b)h) = T (i)(a)T (j)(b)h =
Tiσ(a)Tjσ(b)h = TiTjσ(αj(a)b)h. Applying the right hand side to the same
element, we get T˜ (j)(α−1i αj(a)⊗ T
(i)(b)h) = T (j)(α−1i αj(a))T
(i)(b)h =
Tjσ(α
−1
i αj(a))Tiσ(b)h = TjTiσ(αj(a)b)h. Thus the commutation relation is
equivalent to TiTj = TjTi for every i, j. It follows that every representation
of X is given by a (non degenerate) representation σ of A on H and by a
k-tuple of commuting contractions in B(H) satisfying (28).
Now we claim that such a representation is doubly commuting if and only
if the k-tuple is doubly commuting; that is, TiT
∗
j = T
∗
j Ti for every i 6= j. To
see this, first note that, for h ∈ H and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, T˜ (i)∗h is the limit of uλ ⊗
T ∗i h. Indeed, for a⊗g ∈ Ei⊗σg, we have 〈uλ⊗T
∗
i h, a⊗g〉 = 〈T
∗
i h, σ(uλ)σ(a)g〉
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and, taking the limit, we get 〈T ∗i h, σ(a)g〉 = 〈h, T
(i)(a)g〉 = 〈h, T˜ (i)(a⊗g)〉 =
〈T˜ (i)∗h, a⊗g〉. To prove the claim we now apply the left hand side of equation
(16) to a⊗ h ∈ Ei ⊗σ H to get
T˜ (j)∗Tiσ(a)h = lim uλ ⊗ T
∗
j Tiσ(a)h = lim uλ ⊗ T
∗
j σ(α
−1
i (a))Tih =
lim uλ ⊗ σ(αjα
−1
i (a))T
∗
j Tih = αjα
−1
i (a)⊗ T
∗
j Tih.
Applying the right hand side of the same equation to a⊗ h we get,
(Iej⊗T˜
(i))(ti,j⊗IH)(Iei⊗T˜
(j)∗)(a⊗h) = lim(Iej⊗T˜
(i))(ti,j⊗IH)(a⊗uλ⊗T
∗
j h)
= lim(Iej ⊗ T˜
(i))(α−1i αj(a)⊗ uλ ⊗ T
∗
j h) = limα
−1
i αj(a)⊗ T
(i)(uλ)T
∗
j h =
α−1i αj(a)⊗ TiT
∗
j h.
It follows that the representation is doubly commuting if and only if the
associated k-tuple is doubly commuting, as claimed.
In order to apply Corollary 3.17, note that, although L(X(n)) 6= K(X(n))
whenever A is non unital, the product systemX is easily seen to be compactly
aligned.
Now, it follows from Corollary 3.17 that, given a representation σ of A
on H and a doubly commuting k-tuple of contractions (T1, . . . , Tk) satisfying
(28), there is a completely contractive representation of T+,c(X) onH sending
L(a) to σ(a), if a ∈ A = X(0), and to Tiσ(a) if a ∈αi A = X(ei).
In order to relate the algebra T+,c(X) to the analytic crossed product
studied in [10], we write γi = α
−1
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and note that γ1, . . . , γk define
an action γ of Zk on A. The analytic crossed product algebra A ×α Zk+ is
a subalgebra of the C∗ crossed product A ×α Zk. The C∗ crossed product
is defined as the completion of the algebra ℓ1(Zk, A) (with product defined
by convolution and the involution and C∗-norm are the natural ones). The
analytic crossed product is then the Banach subalgebra generated by the
functions δn,a (for n ∈ Zk+ and a ∈ A) defined by δn,a(m) = a if n =m and
0 otherwise.
For every a ∈ A, define σ(a) = δ0,a and, for b ∈αi A, set T
(i)(b) =
δei,α−1i (b)
to get an isometric, doubly commuting, representation of X . It
follows from Theorem 3.15 that it yields a C∗-representation π of Tc(X) into
(in fact, onto) A×γZk. Restricting π to T+,c, we get a completely contractive
homomorphism
π0 : T+,c(X)→ A×γ Z
k
+.
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Now let τ be a faithful (nondegenerate) representation of A on a Hilbert space
H and write V = Ind(τ) ◦ L. By [4, Lemma 5.3], this is an isometric, Nica-
covariant (hence, doubly commuting) representation of X on F(X) ⊗τ H .
Using the results of [10], it induces a completely contractive representation
of A×γ Zk on F(X)⊗τ H . Combining it with Ind(τ)−1, we get a completely
contractive homomorphism
ρ : A×γ Z
k → T+,c(X).
Since ρ and π0 are the inverse of each other, we conclude
Corollary 4.4 For the product system X defined by α1, . . . , αk as above, the
concrete tensor algebra is completely isometrically isomorphic to the analytic
crossed product A×γ Zk+ where γ is the action induced by {γi = α
−1
i }.
Remark 4.5 The reason we need to consider A ×γ Zk+ instead of A ×α Z
k
+
can be seen by comparing our covariance condition (28) with the covariance
relation (1.2) in [10].
Finally, note that, in the construction of X associated with α1, α2, . . . , αk
as above, we could also add a “twist” to the multiplication, either by complex
numbers (as in Subsection 4.2) or by a family of unitaries in the center of A
(satisfying a certain “cocycle” identity that derives from (6)).
4.4 The case A = C
Now assume that A = C and, thus, each Ei (and each X(m)) is a Hilbert
space. The isomorphisms ti,j : Ei ⊗ Ej → Ej ⊗ Ei are given by unitary
operators (satisfying the associativity condition (6)). For simplicity, we as-
sume here that each Ei is finite dimensional and write di for its dimension
and d for (d1, . . . , dk). (Note that the product system is compactly aligned
even in the infinite dimensional case). Also, we fix an orthonormal basis
{e(i)l : 1 ≤ l ≤ di} for Ei .
Note that the algebraAd,θ, studied in [7, Section 4], is the algebra T+,c(X)
defined in Definition 3.16 if each ti,j is induced from a permutation θi,j on
{1, . . . , di} × {1, . . . , dj} in the sense that
ti,j(e
(i)
l ⊗ e
(j)
m ) = e
(j)
r ⊗ e
(i)
s (29)
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whenever θi,j(l, m) = (s, r). (And we write θ for the family {θi,j} of these
permutations, noting that it is assumed to satisfy an “associativity” condition
that can be derived from (6)). In [7, Theorem 4.1], the authors studied the
one-dimensional representations of the algebra Ad,θ (that is, its characters).
It is shown there that every one dimensional representation of X gives rise
to such a character (and vice versa).
For general representations (not necessarily one dimensional) we restrict
ourselves to the doubly commuting ones. In order to present the consequences
of Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.17 to the product system X with A = C,
we need the following definitions.
It will be convenient to write [m] (1 ≤ m ∈ Z) for the set {1, . . . , m}.
Definition 4.6 (i) A row contraction of length n on H is an n-tuple T =
(T1, . . . , Tn) of operators in B(H) satisfying
∑n
i=1 TiT
∗
i ≤ I. Such a
row contraction is a row isometry provided each Ti is an isometry.
(ii) Let u = (u(i,j)(l,p))(i,j),(l,p)∈[n]×[m] be a unitary matrix (of size nm×nm),
and T and S be row contractions of lengths n and m, respectively, on
H. We say that the (ordered) pair (T, S) u-doubly commutes if, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
(a) TiSj =
∑
(p,l)∈[n]×[m] u(i,j)(p,l)SlTp, and
(b) S∗jTi =
∑
(p,l)∈[n]×[m] u(i,l)(p,j)TpS
∗
l .
Note that, once an orthonormal basis {e(i)l : 1 ≤ l ≤ di} is fixed for every
Ei, a unitary matrix u of size didj × didj as in Definition 4.6(ii), defines an
isomorphism t from Ei ⊗Ej onto Ej ⊗Ei by
t(e(i)q ⊗ e
(j)
m ) =
∑
(p,l)∈[di]×[dj ]
u(q,m)(p,l)e
(j)
l ⊗ e
(i)
p . (30)
Theorem 4.7 Let {u(i,j) : i, j ∈ [k]} be a family of unitary matrices that de-
fine (via (30)) a family {ti,j} of isomorphisms satisfying (6) and let (T (1), . . . ,
T (k)) be a k-tuple of row contractions on H such that, for every i 6= j,
(T (i), T (j)) u(i,j)-doubly commutes. Then it has a simultaneous (regular) dila-
tion to a k-tuple (V (1), . . . , V (k)) of row isometries such that, for every i 6= j,
(V (i), V (j)) u(i,j)-doubly commutes.
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Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.10 once it is
observed that each T (i) defines a c.c. representation of Ei, condition (a) of
Definition 4.6(ii) amounts to condition (7) (that is, to the fact that the k-
tuple defines a representation of X) and condition (b) of Definition 4.6(ii)
amounts to the assumption that the representation is doubly commuting. 
Remark 4.8 It is easy to check that, if each matrix u(i,j) above is diagonal,
condition (6) is always satisfied.
Applying Corollary 3.17 we get.
Corollary 4.9 Every k-tuple as in Theorem 4.7 defines a completely con-
tractive representation of T+,c(X).
Specializing to the situation studied in [7, Section 4], we get the following.
Corollary 4.10 Suppose θ = {θi,j} is a family of permutations as in [7]
(defining a product system X via (29)) and (T (1), . . . , T (k)) is a k-tuple of
row contractions on H such that, for every i 6= j in [k] and every (l, m) ∈
[di]× [dj],
(a) T
(i)
l T
(j)
m = T
(j)
s T
(i)
r where (r, s) = θi,j(l, m), and
(b) T
(j)∗
m T
(i)
l =
∑
(r,m)=θi,j(l,s)
T
(i)
r T
(j)∗
s .
Then there is a completely contractive representation π of Ad,θ (=T+,c(X))
on H mapping each L
e
(i)
l
(in the notation of [7], which is L(e
(i)
l ) in the sense
of (24)) to T
(i)
l .
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